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A multivariate gait data analysis technique: application
to knee osteoarthritis

J L Astephen* and K J Deluzio
School of Biomedical Engineering, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada

Abstract: Modern gait analysis is a powerful non-invasive tool for calculating the mechanical factors
involved in pathological processes such as knee osteoarthritis (OA). Although very accurate measure-
ments can be made, the clinical applicability and widespread use of gait analysis have been hindered
by a lack of appropriate data analysis techniques for reducing and analysing the resulting large
volumes of highly correlated gait data. This paper introduces a multidimensional gait data analysis
technique that simultaneously considers multiple time-varying and discrete measures, exploiting the
correlation structure between and within the measures. The multidimensional analysis technique was
used to detect discriminatory mechanical features of knee OA gait patterns that involved interacting
changes in several gait measures, at specific time portions of the gait cycle. The two most discriminatory
features described a dynamic alignment difference and a loading response difference with knee OA.

Keywords: gait analysis, data analysis, principal component analysis, discriminant analysis, knee
osteoarthritis, multivariate statistics

NOTATION HKA hip–knee–ankle
mDP knee moment in the distal–proximal direction
mLM knee moment in the lateral–medial directionaDP knee angle in the distal–proximal direction

aLM knee angle in the lateral–medial direction mPA knee moment in the posterior–anterior
directionaPA knee angle in the posterior–anterior direction

a vector of linear discriminant function OA osteoarthritis
PC principal componentcoefficients for features

BMI body mass index PCA principal component analysis
X matrix of standardized original variablesc1 stride length

c2 velocity y linear discriminant function
y: classification cut-off value between twoc3 stance percentage

c4 stance time groups of discriminant scores
Z matrix of principal component scores forc5 hip–knee–angle

c6 standing knee flexion angle each subject on retained features
c7 medial joint space

Subscriptsc8 body mass index
DP distal–proximalcoeff vector of linear discriminant function
LM lateral–medialcoefficients for original variables
PA posterior–anteriorfDP knee bone-on-bone force in the distal

proximal direction
fLM knee bone-on-bone force in the lateral–medial

direction 1 INTRODUCTION
fPA knee bone-on-bone force in the

posterior–anterior direction Modern gait analysis is a powerful non-invasive tool that
offers a unique means of measuring the biomechanical
response to diseases of the musculoskeletal system, suchThe MS was received on 6 August 2003 and was accepted after revision

for publication on 30 April 2004. as knee osteoarthritis (OA). The clinical applicability
* Corresponding author: School of Biomedical Engineering, Dalhousie

and widespread use of gait analysis, however, have beenUniversity, 5981 University Avenue, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 3J5
Canada. greatly hindered by a lack of appropriate gait data analy-
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sis techniques for reducing and clinically interpreting analysis techniques that quantified differences in gait
waveforms and allowed for simultaneous interpretationlarge volumes of correlated gait data [1].

The large volume of data resulting from modern gait of multiple gait signals.
In this paper, a multivariate gait data analysis tech-analysis is highly complex, multidimensional and corre-

lated. Most gait data appear as temporal waveforms nique is introduced that simultaneously analyses
multiple waveform measures as well as discrete measuresrepresenting specific joint measures throughout the gait

cycle (i.e. joint angles and moments). A common method that are important to knee OA. Utilizing two multi-
variate statistical techniques, namely PCA and discrimi-of analysing gait data is to define and extract parameters

from the waveforms (ranges, peak values, etc.). While nant analysis, the analysis technique retained both the
temporal correlation structure of waveform gait meas-this accomplishes data reduction through the subjective

selection of data, the resulting set of parameters is ures as well as the correlations between measures.
Asymptomatic subjects and patients with severe kneehighly correlated and the shape of the waveforms is not

utilized. The problem of correlation has been addressed OA were chosen for the discrimination procedure based
on the ease of separation of these groups, in order toto some extent through the application of multivariate

techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) develop and illustrate the technique.
of gait parameters [2, 3]. However, extracting predefined
parameters from atypical waveforms is subjective, and

2 METHODSparameters neglect the temporal information in gait
waveforms.

2.1 SubjectsIn 1997, Deluzio et al. [4] recognized the strong corre-
lations between the time samples of gait waveforms and The data for this analysis consisted of an asymptomatic
introduced PCA, a multivariate statistical technique, to group and a group of patients with end-stage knee OA.
the analysis of kinematic and kinetic gait waveform The normal subject group consisted of 63 asymptomatic
measures. Using each percentage of the gait cycle as an elderly volunteers. These subjects were over 45 years of
individual variable in the analysis, PCA was used to age, were pain free and had no record of surgery to the
extract representative waveforms, called features, which lower limb and no evidence or history of arthritic disease
described the major modes of variation between subject at the time of testing. The OA patient group consisted
waveforms. These workers were able to localize, within of 50 elderly patients with end-stage knee OA, who were
the gait cycle, deviations from normal gait. This wave- evaluated prior to total knee replacement surgery.
form analysis technique retained the temporal infor- Anthropometrics for all subjects are summarized in
mation within the gait waveforms, but waveform Table 1.
measures were analysed individually, ignoring inter-
relationships between the waveform measures and the

2.2 Gait analysis
hierarchy of discriminatory power among the measures.
Also, discrete measures, such as frontal plane knee align- Three-dimensional gait patterns of subjects were studied

with a validated [11] optoelectronic gait analysis systemment, are also important to the mechanics of knee OA
and should be included in an analysis. [12] that incorporated a standardized radiographic tech-

nique [13]. Standardized radiographs for all subjectsIn 2001, Chau [5, 6 ] produced a two-part critical
review of current gait data analysis techniques. Previous were taken with the knee in a natural standing position

and included an anterio-posterior view of the hip andgait analyses have utilized several data analysis tech-
niques to recognize the multivariate nature of gait data, knee as well as a lateral knee view for the test leg only.

X-rays were used to measure static knee alignment,such as multiple correspondence analysis [7], fuzzy
analysis [8, 9] and wavelets [10]. However, no previous geometry and muscle moment arms and locations of

bone landmarks. This allowed for accurate transform-techniques have considered both the temporal corre-
lation within gait waveform measures and the corre- ations from surface marker locations to joint centres.

Three-dimensional locations of six infrared-light-lation structure between the gait measures. Chau
expressed the need in gait analysis for more multivariate emitting diodes were measured at 50 Hz. A force plate

Table 1 Subject anthropometrics

Age* Height†‡ Body mass†‡ Body mass
Subject group N (years) (m) (kg) index‡

Normal subjects 63 46–80; average, 65 1.68 (0.09) 80.68 (15.4) 29.32
Knee OA patients 50 53–84; average, 70 1.63 (0.09) 86.63 (22.1) 28.81

* The ages of the subjects are given in the form of a range and an average.
† The average heights and masses are given, as well as their standard deviations.
‡ No significant difference.
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was synchronized with the global coordinate system of vary continuously in time during gait. Waveform meas-
ures are displayed graphically as curves; each curve isthe camera with a motion calibration frame.

An inverse dynamics procedure was used to calculate time normalized to represent one complete gait cycle,
defined as the time from initial foot contact with thethree-dimensional knee joint angles, moments and forces

with respect to the tibia plateau. The three-dimensional ground until second foot contact with the same foot. A
waveform measure is therefore defined by 101 gait cyclesign convention for the angles, moments and forces

follows an anatomically based coordinate system. Knee values, one for each percentage of the gait cycle. Discrete
measures are specified by a single value and include bothangles were defined according to Grood and Suntay

[14] and moments were expressed as knee moments, stride characteristics and constant parameters that are
related to knee OA. A complete list of the measuresnormalized to a subject’s body mass [12].

Scaled radiographic measurements helped to construct included in the analysis is given in Table 2. With nine
waveform measures, each specified by 101 data points,a subject specific knee model used to estimate the forces

that generated the knee joint moments. A simple knee and eight discrete measures, the original data included
917 gait variables.model was used to calculate the joint contact forces at

the knee in the posterior–anterior and distal–proximal
directions. The knee was modelled as a two-dimensional

2.4 Statistical methods: the multidimensional gait data
structure that could be positioned in three-dimensional

analysis technique
space [15]. In this model, the sagittal plane moment and
the quadriceps or hamstring moment arm were used to The multidimensional gait data analysis technique was

divided into three steps: feature extraction, discrimi-estimate the muscle force required to generate the net
knee flexion moment. In the model, knee extension was nation and interpretation. The feature extraction step

used the multivariate statistical technique, PCA [17], toproduced solely by the quadriceps muscles, and knee
flexion was produced solely by the hamstring muscles. extract multidimensional gait features that capture the

greatest variation within the gait data. The second step,Contributions from other muscles (such as the gastro-
cnemius muscles) and soft tissues were ignored by the discrimination, utilized a linear discriminant analysis to

determine the hierarchy among the extracted features inmodel. It was also assumed that there was no co-
contraction of the quadriceps and hamstring muscles and terms of their relative power in separating the normal

and OA gait patterns [18].muscle moment arms were considered constant. This
major assumption of no co-contraction underestimates Interrogation of the underlying linear structure of the

model provided a biomechanical interpretation of thethe magnitude of the joint contact forces at the knee. The
muscle force was computed by dividing the net moment discriminatory features. Each discriminatory feature was

interpreted in terms of firstly, the relative contributionby the appropriate moment arm and estimating the orien-
tation of the muscle force vector. Segmental inertial of each percentage of the gait cycle and, secondly, the

relative contribution of each original gait measure. Forproperties were estimated using regression equations
based on subject specific anthropometrics [16 ]. all major contributing gait measures, the direction of

change necessary to classify a gait pattern as normal or
abnormal was determined.

2.3 The data

Both time varying and constant measures were included
2.5 Feature extraction

in the analysis. Nine waveform measures and eight dis-
crete measures were simultaneously analysed (Table 2). The original 917 gait variables were standardized to have

a zero mean and unit variance. The 113 subject obser-Waveform measures are dynamic gait measurements that

Table 2 The 17 input measures considered in the multidimensional analysis

Analysis input measures

Waveform measures Discrete measures

Symbol Description Units Symbol Description Units

aPA Knee abduction–adduction angle deg c1 Stride length m
aLM Knee flexion–extension angle deg c2 Velocity m/s
aDP Knee internal–external rotation angle deg c3 Stance percentage
mPA Knee abduction–adduction moment normalized to body mass N m/kg c4 Stance time s
mLM Knee flexion–extension moment normalized to body mass N m/kg c5 Hip–knee–ankle angle deg
mDP Knee internal–external rotation moment normalized to body mass N m/kg c6 Standing knee flexion angle deg
fPA Posterior–anterior knee force normalized to body mass N/kg c7 Medial joint space mm
fLM Lateral–medial knee force normalized to body mass N/kg c8 Body mass index
fDP Distal–proximal knee force normalized to body mass N/kg
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vations on the standardized original variables were con- groups of PC scores. Features that did not significantly
contribute to the discriminatory power of the model,tained in the (113×917) analysis matrix X, given by
measured by the likelihood ratio criterion Wilk’s

X=[X
a
PA

X
a
LM

X
a
DP

X
m
PA

X
m
LM

X
m
DP

X
f
PA

X
f
LM

X
f
DP

X
d
]

lambda, were successively removed from the model until
the most discriminatory model was achieved [18].(1)

A discriminant function y was defined as a linear com-
X is partitioned into ten matrices. The first nine par-

bination of the subset of discriminatory features from
titions represent the waveform measures; X

d
contains the

the stepwise procedure, using Fisher’s approach to linear
eight discrete measures. The subscripts and ordering of

discrimination [18]. The discriminant function defined
the waveform measures are defined in Table 2.

the optimal boundary of separation between the normal
The major features of variation in the original data,

and OA groups of PC scores. The discriminant function
contained in the matrix X, were extracted with the multi-

was used as a group classification rule and an indicator
variate statistical technique, PCA. PCA orthogonally

of multidimensional group separation [20]. The magni-
rotates the original 917 standardized variables into 917

tude of a feature’s coefficient in the discriminant function
new uncorrelated principal components (PCs), called

quantified the relative importance of that feature in
features, which maximally explain the variability in the

the multivariate separation of the two groups [20].
original data [19].

Discriminant function coefficients were compared to
Mathematically, PC features are the eigenvectors of

establish a hierarchy of discriminatory power among the
the covariance matrix of X, with variances equal to the

features.
magnitudes of their corresponding eigenvalues. Ordered

A discriminant score was calculated for each subject
according to the size of their eigenvalues, the features

by applying the subject’s set of PC scores to the discrimi-
describe decreasing amounts of data variation. The

nant function formula. The discriminant score was the
majority of data variation can usually be described by a

optimal univariate indicator of gait pattern differen-
small subset of these features. The data can therefore be

tiation; differences in subject discriminant scores opti-
accurately described by a smaller number of features

mally reflected multidimensional gait pattern differences
than the original variables. A 90 per cent trace criterion

in a single value. The discriminant score represented a
was used to determine the number of features to retain

disease severity and classification index. The magnitude
in the analysis [19].

of a subject’s discriminant score quantified the level of
The data for all subjects was projected on to the sub-

abnormality of OA gait. A smaller discriminant score
space spanned by the reduced set of features that explain

was associated with a more abnormal gait pattern (i.e.
at least 90 per cent of the variation. The orthogonal

further from the group of normal gait patterns); a larger
projection of an observation on to a particular feature

discriminant score indicated a more normal gait pattern.
is called a PC score. The information contained in the

A cut-off value for group classification, y: , was defined
original data was more compactly described by a reduced

as the midpoint between the mean normal discriminant
set of PC scores, contained in the matrix Z given by

score and the mean OA discriminant score. A discrimi-
nant score greater than y: classified a subject as normal;Z=X×U

r
=X×[u1… u

r
]=[z1… z

r
] (2)

a score less than y: classified a subject as OA.
where:

The same data set was used to derive the discrimi-
nation model and to classify subjects. Therefore, anZ=(113×r) matrix of PC scores for each subject on

all retained features unbiased cross-validation misclassification error rate was
used to validate the ability of the discriminant model inr=number of retained features (r%917)

X=(113×917) matrix of original standardized vari- classifying the subjects [18].
ables
U
r
=(917×r) matrix of the first r eigenvectors of the

2.7 Interpretation
covariance matrix of X
u
i
=vector containing the ith eigenvector (feature i) Discriminatory features were interpreted in terms of,

firstly, the relative contribution of each percentage ofz
i
=(113×1) vector of the PC score observations on

feature i, for each subject the gait cycle and, secondly, the relative contribution
of each original gait measure. Each feature was defined
as a linear combination of the original 917 variables,

2.6 Discrimination
with coefficients that corresponded to the discrete
measures and to every percentage of the gait cycle forA linear discriminant analysis was applied to the features

that were extracted from the original data with the PCA each of the nine waveform measures. The relative impor-
tance of an original variable within a feature was quant-and retained during the feature extraction phase of the

analysis. A backward elimination stepwise discrimi- ified by the correlation between the variable and the
feature. This quantity is referred to as percentagenation procedure was employed to determine the subset

of retained features that optimally separated the two variation explained because it represents the amount of
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variation in the original variable explained by the par- where
ticular feature Percentage variation explained (gc

m
, i)=average value

of percentage variation explained over all nine wave-
Percentage variation explained (i, j)=

100u
ij
√var(z

i
)

var(x
j
) form measures for the mth gait cycle value of feature

i; j=1,…,9, k=1,…,101(3)
u
iw
jm

=coefficient of the mth gait cycle value of the jth
waveform measure in feature iwhere:
z
i
=vector of PC scores for all subjects, corresponding

Percentage variation explained (i, j)=percentage vari- to feature i
ation explained of the original variable x

j var (z
i
)=variance of feature i

u
ij
=coefficient of x

j
in feature i x

w
jm

=vector of observations on the standardized vari-
z
i
=vector of PC scores for all subjects, corresponding able corresponding to the mth gait cycle value of the

to feature i jth waveform measure
var(z

i
)=variance of feature i var (x

w
jm

)=variance of x
w
jmx

j
=vector containing all observations on the j th orig-

Examining the quantity given in equation (5) graphi-inal standardized variable
cally over the gait cycle allowed a feature to be isolatedvar(x

j
)=variance of x

j to a particular gait event.
The major contributing measures of the features con-Hierarchies of the relative contributions of the meas-

tributed to group separation in one of two ways. Eitherures to the features were established by comparing the
a larger or a smaller observation of the variable contrib-values of the percentage variation explained for the 17
uted to a more abnormal gait pattern. By expressing theinput measures for each feature. An average value of the
linear discriminant function y equivalently as a linearpercentage variation explained over the gait cycle was
combination of the original variables, the direction ofused to represent the contribution of a waveform meas-
change in an original variable associated with eitherure, where these values represented the overall corre-
normal or OA classification was determined:lation of the feature to the waveform measures and

allowed them to be compared with the discrete measures: y=a∞Ωz=a∞Ω(U∞
r
x)=(coeff )Ωx (6)

Percentage variation explained where

y=linear discriminant function (i.e. a discriminant
(w
j
, i)=

∑101
m

100u
iw
jm

√var (z
i
) /var (x

w
jm

)

101
(4) score for a particular subject)

a∞=vector of the linear discriminant function
where coefficients

z=(r×1) vector of a subject’s PC score observations
Percentage variation explained (w

j
, i)=average value for all retained k features

of percentage variation explained over all gait cycle x=(917×1) vector of a subject’s observation on all
values of the waveform measure j original variables
u
iw
jm

=coefficient of feature i corresponding to the mth U
m
=(917×r) matrix of the first k eigenvectors of the

percentage of the gait cycle in the jth waveform covariance matrix of X
measure; m=1, …, 101 coeff=(1×917) vector of the discriminant function
z
i
=vector of PC scores for all subjects, corresponding coefficients of the original variables

to feature i
The polarity of the coefficient of an original variablevar (z

i
)=variance of feature i

in the discriminant function indicated the direction ofx
w
jm

=vector of observations on the standardized vari-
change in that variable associated with normal or OAable corresponding to the mth gait cycle value of the
classification. A large positive term in the discriminantjth waveform measure
function contributed to a larger discriminant score, andvar (x

w
jm

)=variance of x
w
jm therefore to normal group classification. Smaller positive

To quantify the overall relative importance of each or larger negative terms produced OA tendencies.
percentage of the gait cycle to a feature, an average value
of percentage variation explained was calculated over

3 RESULTSthe nine waveform measures, at each of the 101 gait
cycle values:

3.1 Feature extraction
Percentage variation explained

Twenty-five features were extracted with PCA, cumulat-
ively explaining 93 per cent of the original data variation.(gc

m
, i)=

∑9
j

100u
iw
jm

√var (z
i
) /var (x

w
jm

)

9
(5)

The percentage of the total variation explained by each
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of the 25 features ranged from 18.46 per cent for the
first feature extracted to 0.58 per cent for the 25th feature
extracted (Table 3). A backward stepwise discrimination
procedure indicated that a 12-dimensional subset of
these features was optimal for multivariate separation of
the normal and OA groups. The 12 discriminatory
features cumulatively explained 70 per cent of the vari-
ation in the data.

3.2 Discrimination

Multivariate F tests (Wilk’s lambda, Pillai’s trace and
the, Hotelling-Lawley trace) confirmed significant mean
differences between the groups of PC scores (p<0.0001).
A linear discriminant function was defined that success-
fully separated the normal and OA groups, with a cross-
validation misclassification error rate of 6% (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Discriminant scores. The discriminant score histo-The hierarchy of discriminatory importance of the 12
grams of 63 normal subjects (2) and 50 knee OAfeatures was established by ordering the features accord-
subjects ($) are shown. The two groups of discrimi-ing to the magnitudes of their coefficients in the discrimi-
nant scores were well separated, with a cross-validation

nant function (Fig. 2). The first feature extracted with misclassification of 6 per cent
PCA, feature 1, was the most important feature to group
separation and explained 18.5 per cent of the original
data variation. Feature 20 was the second most discrimi-
natory feature in the analysis. It explained 0.85 per cent
of the original data variation (Table 3). Feature 20 was
a relatively low-variance but very discriminatory feature.

3.3 Interpretation

To illustrate the interpretation phase of the analysis, the
biomechanical interpretation of the two most discrimi-
natory features will be described. Feature 1, the most

Table 3 Summary of PCA and discriminant analysis

Percentage variation Rank in discrimination
PC explained hierarchy

Fig. 2 Discrimination hierarchy. The magnitudes of the co-
1 18.46 1 efficients of the 12 discriminatory features are shown.2 12.80 12

Features 1 and 20 had the most discriminatory power3 10.54 8
4 7.54 9
5 6.77 11

discriminatory feature, had relatively equal contri-6 5.51 Insignificant
7 3.89 Insignificant butions from seven major input measures, including the
8 3.16 5 lateral–medial force fLM, the adduction moment mPA,9 2.94 Insignificant

the stance time c4, the internal rotation moment mDP,10 2.79 Insignificant
11 2.23 4 the hip–knee–ankle (HKA) angle c5, the velocity c212 1.99 7 and the standing flexion angle c6 (Fig. 3). The values of
13 1.84 10

percentage variation explained for these seven measures14 1.79 6
15 1.47 Insignificant were at least 50 per cent of the percentage variation
16 1.36 3 explained of the greatest contributor, the lateral–
17 1.26 Insignificant

medial force.18 1.11 Insignificant
19 1.07 Insignificant Feature 1 was important during the stance phase of
20 0.84 2 the gait cycle, from approximately 20 to 60 per cent of
21 0.79 Insignificant

the gait cycle (Fig. 4). The directions of change in the22 0.74 Insignificant
23 0.68 Insignificant major contributing measures to feature 1 are summar-
24 0.60 Insignificant ized in Table 4. For instance, the coefficients of the
25 0.58 Insignificant

adduction moment waveform at each percentage of the
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gait cycle during stance were negative. Larger adduction
moments tended to produce smaller discriminant scores,
or more abnormal gait patterns. Larger adduction
moments during stance were therefore a characteristic
of the OA gait patterns.

Feature 20, the second most discriminatory feature,
completely isolated the loading response phase of the
gait cycle. This is the initial portion of the gait cycle
immediately following heel strike (Fig. 5). The body
mass index (BMI) c8, a relative obesity measure, was
the major contributing measure to feature 20. Its contri-
bution to feature 20 was approximately seven times
greater than any other measure. The coefficient of BMI
in the discriminant function was negative. Larger BMI
values produced tendencies towards OA group classifi-

Fig. 3 Major contributing measures to feature 1. The values cation; smaller BMI values produced normal classi-
of the percentage variation explained for the seven fication tendencies. Obesity was therefore an important
major contributors to feature 1 are shown. Each major contributor to abnormal gait patterns during the loading
contributor had a percentage variation explained of at response phase of the gait cycle.
least 50 per cent of the maximum percentage variation Although the BMI was the greatest contributing
explained measure to feature 20, a univariate Student’s t test on

the mean BMI values for the groups indicated no sig-
nificant difference between the normal BMI values and
the OA BMI values (Table 1). The BMI is not a discrimi-
natory parameter on its own. This would indicate that
the BMI is an important characteristic of OA gait
patterns when it exists in combination with the other
observed differences during loading response.

4 DISCUSSION

Gait is a complex multifactorial process that produces
large volumes of correlated data. An appropriate gait
data analysis technique should retain and exploit the

Fig. 4 Gait cycle importance to feature 1. The average value
of the percentage variation explained for each per cent
of the gait, over the nine waveform gait measures, is
shown for feature 1. Feature 1 described a difference
during the portion of the stance phase of the gait cycle
from approximately 20 to 60 per cent, where the values
of the percentage variation explained are highest

Table 4 Biomechanical interpretation summary of feature 1

Portion of Normal
Major contributor gait cycle group OA group

Waveform measures
Lateral–medial knee force 20–60% Larger Smaller
Knee adduction moment 20–60% Smaller Larger

Fig. 5 Gait cycle importance to feature 20. The average valuesKnee internal rotation moment 20–40% Smaller Larger
40–60% Larger Smaller of the percentage variation explained for each per cent

of the gait, over the nine waveform measures, areDiscrete measures
Stance time Smaller Larger shown. Feature 20 is an early-stance loading response
HKA angle Larger Smaller feature because the plot of the percentage variation
Velocity Larger Smaller explained peaks from approximately 0 to 12 per centStanding flexion angle Larger Smaller

of the gait cycle
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interrelationships between gait measures. In this study, demanding task during gait immediately following heel
strike, when a subject’s body mass is shifted from twoa gait data analysis technique was introduced that suc-

cessfully reduced multivariate gait data into biomechan- supporting limbs to a single-limb stance. This task
requires a great deal of coordination, shock absorbencyically interpretable features. The features represented a

multifactorial gait phenomenon that involved interacting and limb stability. This gait event has been previously
hypothesized to be important to the disease process ofchanges in several measures, at specific portions of the

gait cycle. knee OA [28], and this study quantitatively identified its
importance in severe knee OA gait.A single-valued discriminant index was defined that

quantified the severity of knee OA gait patterns. The Feature 20 explained only a small portion of the varia-
bility in the original data (0.86 per cent), and yet itindex was the optimal single quantity that represented

the multiple differences in normal and knee OA gait described a very important gait pattern difference
between the two groups. The statistical literature haspatterns. Previous multivariate gait analyses have used

binary measures [4] to provide overall gait assessments, recognized the potential discriminatory power of small
variance features extracted with PCA [29, 30]. Thebut these methods ignore the hierarchy of discriminatory

importance among the features. The OA index defined orthogonality of the features extracted with PCs allows
very subtle differences between groups to be detected.in this study represents a quantitative measure of disease

severity that has the potential to be used as a diagnostic The interpretation phase of the analysis is specific to
the particular feature of interest and therefore moreand treatment evaluation tool, or as an objective meas-

ure of outcome following a surgical procedure such as involved than the other phases of the analysis. Description
of the biomechanical interpretation of the two most dis-knee arthroplasty.

The most discriminatory feature extracted in this criminatory features extracted with PCA was chosen
because these features illustrate the two most importantanalysis, feature 1, represented a dynamic alignment

difference with knee OA. The difference described differences between the gait patterns of the normal and
knee OA groups. Similar interpretation analyses could beinvolved simultaneous changes in several factors during

the stance phase of the gait cycle, including the dynamic applied to the remaining ten discriminatory features to
describe more differences between the gait patterns.knee adduction moment, and the static frontal alignment

angle, measured by the HKA angle. Several previous While the multidimensional gait data analysis tech-
nique described in this paper was successful in compar-knee OA gait studies have identified the contribution of

varus malalignment (HKA angle) [21, 22] and the ing the gait patterns of OA patients with those of normal
subjects, the two groups studied were from either end ofdynamic knee adduction moment [23, 24] to knee OA

gait patterns. There is controversy over the relationship the OA disease severity spectrum. Differences between
the groups’ gait patterns were expected and interpret-between static malalignment, as measured by the HKA

angle, and the knee adduction moment. Positive corre- able. It is not clear from this study that the same tech-
nique would be useful for discriminating patients withlations between the HKA angle and the peak knee

adduction moment have been identified in previous different pathologies or patients with more than one
pathology. However, the technique was developed inanalyses [21, 23, 25, 26 ]. However, Prodromos et al. [27]

found no significant correlation between the HKA angle such a way that it may be generalized to apply to other
multivariate time-dependent data applications whereand the peak adduction moment. Inconsistency in the

results may be because the analyses did not consider the differences may be more subtle.
dynamic nature of the adduction moment and the multi-
variate correlations between many gait measures, not

5 CONCLUSIONSonly the HKA angle and the adduction moment. The
discriminatory alignment feature that was detected in
this analysis emphasized the need for multivariate analy- Biomechanical changes that occur with knee OA involve
sis techniques in gait analysis. The results of this study multiple interacting factors that progress throughout the

course of the disease. Exploiting the interrelationshipsidentified not only the importance of alignment related
measures to knee OA, but also how and when they inter- between and within measures in the analysis of gait data

may lead to a fuller understanding of the pathologicalact during gait to produce the differences. Alignment-
related differences contributed to abnormal gait patterns mechanisms that may be responsible for disease initia-

tion and/or progression. Extracting important and clini-when they existed simultaneously during the stance
phase of the gait cycle. cally useful information from gait data is a huge problem

faced by clinicians. Results are commonly interpretedDetection of the second most discriminatory feature,
feature 20, by the multivariate analysis technique subjectively from a large number of highly correlated,

time-varying and constant variables. The multidimen-strongly supports the importance and potential benefit
of maintaining the time-dependent structure of gait sional technique described in this paper represented an

objective and robust method of simultaneously reducingwaveforms in an analysis. Feature 20 completely isolated
the portion of the gait cycle known as the loading and analysing many interrelated time-varying and con-

stant gait measures. The development of the techniqueresponse phase. Loading response represents the most
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